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Abstract 

In this paper, we investigated the idea of an inverse dominating set (ID-Set) and inverse 

domination number (ID-number) of an IFG. Let VD   be a  G  set of the IFG  ., EVG  A 

dominating set D  contained in DV   is called an ID set of  EVG ,  with respect to D. The 

minimum cardinality among the minimal ID set is called an ID number of  EVG ,  and it is 

denoted by  .G  Further study the inverse domination number  .G  of complete and 
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complete bipartite IFG some results and also identify some bounds of the ID-number are 

investigated. The ID-number of some standard operations join of two IFGs and Cartesian 

product of two IFG are investigated. Some results like  EVG ,  is an IFG without isolated 

vertices, then    .GG   The  EVG ,IFG  be a complete IFG, then   ,uGif   here u is the 

vertex having the second minimum cardinality in  ., EVG  An IFG  BAG ,  be a complete 

bipartite IFG, then   ,vuGif   here u and v are the vertex having the second minimum 

cardinality in vertices set 1V  and 2V  in  ., EVG  

1. Introduction 

The first Definition of fuzzy graphs was proposed by Kafmann from the 

fuzzy relations introduced by Zadeh. Although Rosenfeld introduced another 

ela borated definition, including fuzzy vertex and fuzzy edges, and several 

fuzzy analogs of graph theoretic concepts such as paths, cycles, connectedness 

and etc. The concept of domination in fuzzy graphs was investigated by 

Somasundaram present the concepts of independent domination, total 

domination, connected domination of fuzzy graphs. C. Natarajan and S. K. 

Ayyaswamy introduce the strong (weak) domination in fuzzy graph. The first 

definition of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs was proposed by Atanassov. The 

concept of domination in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs was investigated by R. 

parvathi and G. Thamizhendhi. In this paper, we presented the idea of an 

inverse dominating set (ID-Set) and inverse domination number (ID-number) 

of a IFG. Further investigate the inverse domination number of complete and 

complete bipartite IFG some results and also some bounds of the ID-number 

are investigated. The ID-number of join of two IFGs and Cartesian product of 

two IFG are investigated. 

Let  EVG ,  bean IFG. A set VD   is said to be a dominating set of G if 

every DVv   there exist Du   such that u dominates v. An 

Intuitionistic fuzzy dominating set D of an IFG, G is called minimal 

dominating set of G if every node  uDDu  ,  is not a dominating set in 

G. An Intuitionistic fuzzy domination number  Gif  of an IFG, G is the 

minimum vertex cardinality over all minimal dominating sets in G. 
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2. Inverse Domination 

In this segment, we investigate some bounds and properties of the inverse 

domination number in Intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. 

Definition 2.1. Let VD   be a  G  set of the IFG  ., EVG  A 

dominating set D  contained in DV   is called an ID set of  EVG ,  with 

respect to D. The minimum cardinality among the minimal ID set is called an 

ID number of  EVG ,  and it is denoted by  .G  

Theorem 2.1. The  EVG ,  is an IFG without isolated vertices, then 

   .GG   

Proof. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG without isolated vertices and D and D  are 

the    GG   sets of  EVG ,  respectively. Clearly every  G  set D  is a 

 G  set D of  ,, BAG  but D  is not a  dominating set of  ., EVG  

Therefore we get 

   GGDD   (2.1.1) 

Theorem 2.2. The IFG  EVG ,  be a complete IFG, then   ,uGif   

here u is the vertex having the second minimum cardinality in  ., EVG  

Proof. Let  EVG ,  be a complete IFG and uv,  are vertex having the 

least two cardinality among the vertices in  ., EVG  In  EVG ,  there is a 

strong edge between every pair of vertices. Since  EVG ,  is a complete 

graph. Clearly   vG   Since the vertex Vv   is adjacent to all vertices in 

 .vV   The hesitancy sub graph induced by the vertices  vV   is also a 

complete IFG. Therefore there is a vertex  vVu   is adjacent to all other 

vertices. This implies  u  is a minimal ID set of  .,EVG  Hence the ID 

number   ,uGif   

Example 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1. Complete IFG  ., EVG  

In the Complete IFG  ,, EVG  degree of the vertices are 

45.0,45.0,4.0  cba  and .55.0d  An inverse dominating set 

and inverse domination number of the complete IFG  EVG ,  is  bD   or 

 c  and   .45.0 bGif  

Theorem 2.3. An IFG  BAG ,  be a complete bipartite IFG, then 

  .45.0, vuGif  Here u and v are the vertex having the second 

minimum cardinality in vertices set 1V  and 2V  in  ., EVG  

Proof. Let  EVG ,  be a complete bipartite IFG. This implies the vertices 

of  EVG ,  are partition in to 1V  and .2V  Let x and y are the vertex having 

the minimum cardinality in vertices set 1V  and 2V  in  ., EVG  Therefore x 

dominates vertices in 1V  and y dominates the vertices in .2V  This implies 

 yx,  is a  G  set of  ., EVG  Note that  yxV ,  is the complete bipartite 

IFG. Let u and v are the vertex having the second minimum cardinality in 

vertices set 1V  and 2V  in  ., EVG  Therefore the set  vu,  is the dominating 

set of the graph induced by   ,, yxV   since  yxV ,  is the complete 

bipartite IFG. This implies  vu,  is the  Gif  set of  ., EVG  Hence we get 

  .vuGif   

Example 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Complete Bipartite IFG  ., EVG  

In the Complete IFG  ,, EVG  degree of the vertices in 1V  and 2V  are a 

5.,35.,45.,45.,4.,45.,4.  gfedcba  and 

.35.h  The total dominating set  faT ,  or  fc,  or  ha,  or  hc,  

and the total domination number of the complete IFG  EVG ,  is 

  .75.0 hcGif  

Theorem 2.4. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG and    GG  ,  are domination 

number and ID number of  ., EVG  Then we get  
 

.
2

GO
Gif   

Proof. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG and    GG if ,  are domination number 

and inverse domination number of  ., EVG  We know that the domination 

number  G  such that  
 

.
2

GO
G   Let D’ is a  Gif  set of  ., GVG  

Therefore  Gif  set is a dominating set in .DV   This implies 

 DDV   is also an ID set of .DV   Here  
 
2

GO
G   therefore we get 

 DVDD  ,min  

 DVD  ,min  (2.4.1) 

 DVDMin  ,  

 
 

.
2

GO
Gif   

Theorem 2.5. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG and    GG  ,  are domination 

number and ID number of  ., EVG  Then we get      GOGGif   

 .GN  
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Proof. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG and    GG if ,  are domination number 

and ID number of  ., EVG  Let u is the vertex having minimum degree in the 

graph  ,, EVG  that is    .udG NN   Note that the set     uNDV   is 

an ID set not a minimal ID set of  ., BAG  Therefore the ID set 

    .uNDVD   This implies the ID number is .D  Hence we get 

    uNDVD   

 uNDVD   (2.5.1) 

        GGGOG N  

       GGOGG Nif   

Theorem 2.6. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG and D is a dominating set of 

 ., EVG  The sub graph DV   does not contain any strong edges, Then 

     .GOGGif   

Proof. Let  EVG ,  be a IFG and    GG if ,  are domination number 

and ID number of  ., EVG  The sub graph DV   does not contain any 

strong edges. Therefore the set   DVD   is an ID set of the sub graph 

.DV   This implies the ID number is D  Hence we get 

  DVD   

DVD   (2.6.1) 

     GGOG   

     GOGG   

Theorem 2.7. The subsets 11 VD   and 22 VD   are the dominating 

sets of the IFG’s  11, EVG  and  22, EVG  respectively. Then the ID number 

   .,max 2121 DDGG   

Proof. Let subsets 11 VD   and 22 VD   are the dominating sets of the 

IFG  11, EVG  and  22, EVG  respectively. In 21 GG   there is a strong 

edge between every pair of vertices in 1V  and .2V  This implies 
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   .,min, 2121 DDGG   Suppose 1D  is  set of .21 GG   Now we 

prove 2D  is an ID set of .21 GG   That is to prove 2D  is a dominating set of 

.1DV   If 1DVu   there is a vertex .2Dv   Suppose 2Vu   the set 

2D  dominates u since 2D  is a minimal dominating set of  ., 22 EVG  Suppose 

,1Vu   by the definition of 21 GG   we get 

       vuuv 21112212   

       vuuv 21112212   (2.7.1) 

       vuuv 21112212   

This implies there is a strong edge between 1Vu   and .2Dv   Clearly 

2D  dominates every vertices in .1DV   Here 2D  is a minimal dominating 

set of .1DV   Hence 2D  is a minimal ID set of .1DV   Similarly, we 

prove if 2D  is  set of .21 GG   1D  is an ID set of .21 GG   Hence the ID 

number of 21 GG   is    .,max 2121 DDGG   

Example 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Join Graph 21 GG   of  11, EVG  and  ., 22 EVG  

In Figure 3.4, the dominating sets of the IFG’s  111 , BAG  and 
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 222 , BAG  are  caD ,1   and  .2 eD   The domination number of 

 111 , BAG  and  222 , BAG  are     .4.0,66.0 21  GG T  An ID set of 

21 GG   is 1DD   and ID number   .66.021  GGif  

Theorem 2.8. The subsets 11 VD   and 22 VD   are the dominating  

sets of the IFG’s  11, EVG  and  22, EVG  respectively. Then 

(i) If  21 VD   is a domination set of  .21 GG   Then the ID number 

    .22121 DVDGGiF   

(ii) If  21 DV   is a domination set of  .21 GG   Then the ID number 

    .21121 DDVGGiF   

Proof. The subsets 11 VD   and 22 VD   are the minimal dominating 

sets of the IFG  11, EVG  and  22, EVG  respectively. Therefore every 

vertex 11 Vv   and 22 Vv   are adjacent to a vertex in 1D  and 2D  

respectively. By the known result  21 VD   or  21 DV   is the minimal 

dominating set of  .21 GG   

(i). Suppose  21 VD   is  set of .21 GG   Now we find the dominating set 

of the sub graph   .211 VDV   Assume   211 DDV   is not an minimal 

dominating set of 21 GG   there exist a vertex    2211 DVDVuv   is 

not dominated by the vertex in the set   .211 DDV   There is no strong 

edge between vertex    2211 DVDVuv   and every vertex 

  .211 DDVxy   Therefore we get there is no strong edge between 

., 2Vyv   This implies 2D  is not a minimal dominating set of  ., 22 EVG  

This is contradict to our assumption 2D  is a minimal dominating set 

 ., 22 EVG  Therefore we get   211, DEV   is a dominating set of 

  .211 VDV   

(ii) Suppose  21 DV   is  set of .21 GG   Now we find the dominating set 

of the sub graph   .211 VDV   Assume  221 DVD   is not an minimal 

dominating set of 21 GG   there exist a vertex    2211 DVDVuv   is 

not dominated by the vertex in the set  .221 DVD   There is no strong 
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edge between vertex and every vertex  .221 DVDxy   Therefore we get 

there is no strong edge between ., 2Vxu   This implies 1D  is not a minimal 

dominating set of  ., 22 EVG  This is contradict to our assumption 2D  is a 

minimal dominating set  ., 11 EVG  Therefore we get  221 DVD   is a 

dominating set of   .211 VDV   Hence ID number of the graph  21 GG   

is        .,min 21122121 DDVDVDGG   

Example 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5. Cartesian product  21 GG   of  11 EVG   and  .22 EVG   

In the IFG’s  11 EVG   and  .22 EVG   The dominating sets are 

 caD ,1   and  .2 eD   The ID set of 21 GG   are  cgcfagafD ,,,  and 

ID number   .7.121  GG  

3. Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigated the idea of an inverse dominating set (ID 

Set) and inverse domination number (ID-number) of an IFG. Further study 

the inverse domination number of complete and complete bipartite IFG some 

results and also some bounds of the ID-number are investigated. The ID-

number of join of two IFGs and Cartesian product of two IFG are 

investigated. 
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